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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a numerical modelling study using the finite element (FE) analysis package ABAQUS 
[1] has been carried out to study the flexural behaviour of square and rectangular hollow section 
columns made from high strength steel (HSS) grades S690QL and S700MC at temperatures up to 
800°C. The FE model was validated using existing experimental data and then parametric studies 
were performed on columns with varying length and cross-sectional properties. The results have been 
compared with recommendations given in Eurocode 3 Part 1-2 [2]. The analyses showed that the 
Eurocode is generally conservative with respect to the buckling coefficients derived and safely 
predicts the buckling behaviour resistance of columns made from S700MC and suggest a lower 
buckling curve may be needed for S690QL.  It was also shown that the 0.2% proof stress rather than 
the stress at 2% total strain is a better parameter for deriving buckling curves in fire. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
High strength steels (HSS) defined herein as material with a yield strength between 460 and 
700 N/mm2 in accordance with Eurocode 3 [3] are increasingly being utilised in structural 
applications, in particular for long span structures where there are environmental and economic 
benefits of using this material over normal strength steel.  Structures should meet the legal 
requirements for fire resistance (i.e. the ability of a structure to maintain its function for a prescribed 
amount of time in a fire [4]) and this involves having an understanding of how structural elements 
perform in an event of a fire.  To date, there are limited performance data and design guidance rules 
for the flexural buckling behaviour of HSS under fire conditions. The current structural fire design 
guidelines given in Eurocode 3 Part 1-2 [2] were derived based on data from tests on steel columns 
made from steels with yield strengths less than 460 N/mm2. There is a considerable amount of work 
in the literature on the buckling behaviour of conventional steel grades (e.g S355) at elevated 
temperatures (e.g. [5-7]). Most of this work includes experiments and numerical modelling but, for 
HSS grades, there are very limited studies [8]. 
 
In this paper, a numerical modelling study was carried out to investigate the structural performance 
and design of high strength steel columns in fire. The nonlinear finite element analysis package 
ABAQUS [1] was used to develop and validate numerical models for predicting the elevated 
temperature resistance of high strength steel columns. A parametric study was then conducted, which 
incorporated the elevated temperature stress-strain relationships of S690QL and S700MC from a 
parallel experimental programme [9]. Results from that experimental study, showed that S700MC 
had better strength retention properties than S690QL at temperatures up to 800°C, and this is likely 
related to the alloying content and production route of these steels. S700MC is thermomechanically 
control processed (M) and suitable for cold forming (C), whilst S690QL is quench and tempered (Q) 



 

and meets the minimum impact energy of 30J at -40 °C (L). The aim of this study is to generate data 
on the structural performance of Class 1 and Class 3 columns made from these steel grades at 
temperatures up to 800°C and assess the suitability of the Eurocode buckling curves [2] for HSS 
columns.  

2 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 
2.1 Overview 
In the absence of elevated temperature tests on HSS columns in the literature, the finite element (FE) 
models were validated against (i) the ambient temperature experiments on high strength steel columns 
reported by Wang and Gardner [10] and (ii) the elevated temperature tests on columns made from 
mild strength steel reported by Pauli et al. [7]. Wang and Gardner [10] conducted a series of tests on 
S460N and S690Q hot-finished HSS square hollow section (SHS) columns which were pinned at 
both ends and allowed in-plane rotation of the member about one axis only. Both test programmes 
included measurements of the material properties and geometric dimensions as well as the local and 
global geometric imperfection amplitudes of the tested columns. The elevated temperature tests 
reported by Pauli et al. [7] were performed on SHS and rectangular hollow sections (RHS), and 
included both stub columns and long columns. The stub columns were fixed against displacement 
and rotation at both ends, apart from axial displacement at the loaded end, while the long columns 
were pinned at both ends and allowed in-plane rotation of the member about the minor axis. All 
columns were made of S355 hot-finished sheets which were rolled into shape at ambient temperature 
and welded closed. The elevated temperature tests were performed under isothermal loading 
conditions whereby the columns were first heated to a target temperature of 400, 550 and 700°C and 
when thermal equilibrium was reached at the desired temperature, a mechanical load was applied at 
a strain rate of 0.1 %/min until failure. The same modelling procedures were employed for both the 
room temperature and elevated temperature tests by incorporating the material properties 
corresponding to the test temperature under consideration. A summary of these tests is provided in 
Table 1 and Table 2.  

Table 1. Summary of the test conditions reported by Wang and Gardner [10] at ambient temperature 

Specimen Steel 
grade 

Nominal section size 
(mm) 

L  
(mm) 

θ  
(°C) 

End-
condition 

Buckling 
axis 

Nu,test  
(kN) 

C3L1 S460N 100 x 100 x 5 858 Ambient Pinned Major 878 
C3L2 S460N 100 x 100 x 5 1759 Ambient Pinned Major 798 
C3L3 S460N 100 x 100 x 5 2949 Ambient Pinned Major 557 
C4L1 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 426 Ambient Pinned Major 690 
C4L2 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 669 Ambient Pinned Major 637 
C4L3 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 906 Ambient Pinned Major 562 
C4L4 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 1222 Ambient Pinned Major 391 
C4L5 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 1529 Ambient Pinned Major 248 
C4L6 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 1700 Ambient Pinned Major 201 
C4L7 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 1860 Ambient Pinned Major 166 
C4L8 S690Q 50 x 50 x 5 2150 Ambient Pinned Major 119 
C5L1 S690Q 100 x 100 x 5.6 858 Ambient Pinned Major 1571 
C5L2 S690Q 100 x 100 x 5.6 1760 Ambient Pinned Major 1420 
C5L3 S690Q 100 x 100 x 5.6 2950 Ambient Pinned Major 680 

 
2.2 Material parameters 
Tensile coupon tests on material extracted from the flat faces of the S460N and S690Q HSS columns 
were performed to measure their engineering stress-strain response and were reported by Wang et al.  
[11]; these were used in the FE models of the ambient temperature tests. Similarly, for the elevated 
temperature FE models, tensile coupons were extracted from flat faces of S355 columns. Tensile tests 
were conducted at ambient, 400, 550 and 700°C under isothermal conditions and the measured 
engineering stress-strain response and were reported by Knobloch et al. [12].  

 



 
Table 2. Summary of the test conditions reported by Pauli et al. [7] at elevated temperature 

Specimen  Steel 
grade 

Nominal section size 
(mm) 

L  
(mm) 

θ  
(°C) 

End-
condition 

Buckling 
axis 

Nu,test  
(kN) 

S3 S355 160 x 160 x 5 480 400 Fixed Minor 795 
S6 S355 160 x 160 x 5 480 550 Fixed Minor 468 
S5 S355 160 x 160 x 5 480 700 Fixed Minor 138 

 S02 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 360 400 Fixed Minor 408 
S03 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 360 550 Fixed Minor 257 
S06 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 360 700 Fixed Minor 74 
L2 S355 160 x 160 x 5 1840 400 Pinned Minor 760 
L5 S355 160 x 160 x 5 1840 550 Pinned Minor 467 
L6 S355 160 x 160 x 5 1840 700 Pinned Minor 130 
L08 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 1840 400 Pinned Minor 242 
L10 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 1840 550 Pinned Minor 186 
L05 S355 60 x 120 x 3.6 1840 700 Pinned Minor 71 

 
ABAQUS requires the material stress-strain curves to be specified in terms of true stress σtrue and true 
plastic strain εpl, which were derived from the nominal engineering stress-strain curves using Eqs. (1) 
and (2) respectively, where σnom and εnom are the engineering stress and strain, respectively, and Ea is 
the elastic modulus. Poisson’s ratio was taken a   s 0.3 at ambient and elevated temperatures in 
accordance with EN 1993-1-1 [13].  
 
σtrue =  σnom (1 + εnom) 

 (1) 

εpl = ln(1 + εnom) – σtrue
Ea

 (2) 
 
2.3 Boundary conditions and load application 
Owing to symmetry in the geometry and boundary conditions of the tested columns only half of the 
cross-section and half of the column length was modelled. The test boundary conditions were 
replicated by restraining suitable displacement and rotation degrees of freedom at the column ends. 
All boundary conditions were applied through reference points at the column ends. For the elevated 
temperature stub column tests with fixed ends, all the six degrees of freedom of the lower reference 
point were restrained, while the upper reference point was allowed to move along the column axis 
and was fixed against all the other five degrees of freedom. To model the pinned end support condition 
of the ambient temperature tests, all degrees of freedom of the lower reference point, except rotation 
about one axis, were fixed, while the upper reference point was free to displace along the column axis 
and rotate about the same axis as the lower reference point. The elevated temperature pin-ended 
columns were modelled in the same way with the exception that the rotation axis was set as the minor 
axis in all cases. The measured geometric dimensions were used in each model to replicate the 
corresponding test behaviour. All columns were concentrically loaded through their upper reference 
point. The modified Riks method, which is a variation of the classical arc length method, was used to 
trace the load-deformation response of each of the modelled columns and to determine ultimate test 
load.  
 
2.4 Geometric imperfection, mesh type and residual stresses 
All structural members contain geometric imperfections which are introduced during production, 
fabrication and handling. Initial imperfections in the form of the lowest local and global buckling 
mode, obtained from a linear elastic eigenvalue buckling analysis, with the amplitudes as those 
measured in the tests [10], [11] were assigned to the numerical models. Residual stresses, which also 
tend to develop during manufacturing (e.g. during the cold-forming process) or welding, were not 
explicitly incorporated into the models due to their low measured amplitudes and minimal influence 
on the member compressive resistance in similar fabricated columns reported in [11]. Shell elements 
were adopted to simulate the high strength steel tubular hollow section columns, as have been adopted 
in similar studies (e.g. [8], [10]). The four-node shell elements with double curvature and reduced 



 

integration (S4R) have been used in all the FE models. Based on a mesh sensitivity assessment, the 
model employed a mesh comprising cubic elements whereby the size of the elements was defined by 
the thickness of the section in that area.   
 
2.5 Validation of the model 
The developed numerical models described above were able to capture accurately the observed load-
deformation history of the high strength steel columns. Fig. 1 shows the load-lateral deflection curves 
derived from the numerical models of the C4L6 and C5L3 members which are compared with their 
respective test responses. A summary of the ultimate test load Nu,test and ultimate FE load Nu,model for 
the ambient temperature tests are presented in Table 3.  The FE model gives a mean Nu,test/Nu,model 
value of 1.01 and a COV of 5.0 %. For the elevated temperature tests, the results obtained from the 
validation study are presented in Table 4 where Nu,test/Nu,model is a measure of how accurately the FE 
model predicts the ultimate load. For the stub columns, the FE model gives a mean Nu,test/Nu,model 
value of 1.09 and a coefficient of variation of 7.9%. On the other hand, for the slender columns the 
FE model gives a mean Nu,test/Nu,model value of 1.04 and a coefficient of variation of 8.3%. The FE 
model generally underestimates the ultimate load of both the stub and slender columns at elevated 
temperatures and thus provides a safe side prediction for the fire resistance of steel columns. From 
the results provided in Table 3 and Table 4, it is concluded that the FE model is adequate for predicting 
the ultimate strengths of HSS columns at ambient temperature and normal strength steel at elevated 
temperature. 
 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 1.  Comparison of the load –axial displacement curves for column (a) C4L6 and (b) C5L3 

3 PARAMETRIC STUDIES 
Following the validation of the FE models, a series of parametric studies was performed to generate 
further structural performance data to assess the suitability of the Eurocode [2] buckling curves for 
HSS compression members at elevated temperature. To investigate the effect of material grade, the 
parametric studies were performed for two HSS grades S690QL and S700MC (referred to as Steel A 
and Steel B herein). Since the focus was on the flexural buckling response of HSS compression 
members, a limited number of fixed cross-section geometries with varying member lengths were 
modelled for each of the HSS grades. For modelling convenience, the parametric study models were 
performed isothermally at the following temperatures: 20, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800°C. This 
involved using the material properties for a given temperature θ and increasing the applied load until 
failure. Since the influence of time dependent effects, e.g. creep, was not included in the developed 
FE models, this approach was considered acceptable.  
 
The outer dimensions of the parametric study models were fixed to SHS 100 × 100 and RHS 100 × 
50, for both grades. Two different thicknesses were then selected for each of the considered cross-
sections such that one Class 1 and one Class 3 cross-section, as specified in Eurocode 3 Part 1-1 
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[13],  were modelled in each case, resulting in a total of four cross-sections. For the case of the RHS 
models, buckling about both major and minor axes was considered to investigate if different buckling 
curves are required for each case. All columns were modelled as pin ended providing a slenderness 
(λ�) range of 0.5 to 2.5. The measured elevated temperature stress-strain curves for steel A (S690QL) 
and B (S700MC) determined from a previous study [9], were modified into the true stress versus 
plastic strain values and incorporated into the models. The same modelling assumptions as explained 
in the previous sections were employed. The global imperfection amplitude was taken as L/1000, 
where L is the column length, in accordance with the permitted out-of-straightness tolerance in EN 
1090-2 [14]. The local imperfection amplitude (ω0) shown in Eq. (3) was taken as that predicted by 
the Dawson and Walker model and used for a similar study on HSS members [15]. 
 

ω0 = 0.028t (fy/fcr)0.5 (3) 
 

 
where t is the thickness, 

fy is the material yield strength, 
fcr is the elastic critical buckling stress of the most slender constituent plate element in                  
             the section 

 
Similar to the validation models, because of symmetry in the geometry and boundary conditions only 
half of the section, and half of the member length, was modelled. The results are presented in the 
following section. 

Table 3. Comparison of test and FE results for Wang and Gardner [10] tests 

Name Steel 
grade 

Nu,test  
(kN) 

Nu,model  
(kN) Nu,test / Nu,model 

C3L1 S460N 878 888 0.99 
C3L2 S460N 798 850 0.94 
C3L3 S460N 557 576 0.97 
C4L1 S690Q 690 705 0.98 
C4L2 S690Q 637 588 1.08 
C4L3 S690Q 562 520 1.08 
C4L4 S690Q 391 360 1.09 
C4L5 S690Q 248 230 1.08 
C4L6 S690Q 201 195 1.03 
C4L7 S690Q 166 165 1.01 
C4L8 S690Q 119 126 0.94 
C5L1 S690Q 1571 1608 0.98 
C5L2 S690Q 1420 1376 1.03 
C5L3 S690Q 680 679 1.00 

Table 4. Comparison of test and FE results for Pauli et al.[7] tests 

Name 
Test Nu,model  

(kN) 
Nu,test / 
Nu,model Temperature 

(°C) 
Nu,test  
(kN) 

S3 400 795 767 1.04 
S6 550 468 474 0.99 
S5 700 138 128 1.08 

S02 400 408 330 1.24 
S03 550 257 218 1.18 
S06 700 74 71 1.04 
L2 400 760 701 1.08 
L5 550 467 443 1.05 
L6 700 130 119 1.10 
L08 400 242 262 0.92 
L10 550 186 165 1.13 
L05 700 71 64 1.10 



 

4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATION 
This section presents and compares the results from the parametric study with existing structural fire 
design guidelines provided in Eurocode 3 Part 1-2 [2].  In accordance with Eurocode 3 Part 1-2 [2], 
the buckling design resistance (Nb,fi,t,Rd)  of a compression member at time t, and uniform temperature 
θ, can be determined from  Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).  
 

Nb,fi,t,Rd =  
χfiAky,θfy,20

γM,fi
 for Class 1-3 members (4) 

 

Nb,fi,t,Rd =  
χfiAeffk0.2p,θf0.2p,20

γM,fi
 for Class 4 member (5) 

 
where 𝜒𝜒fi is the reduction factor for flexural buckling in the fire design situation, 

A is the gross area cross-section of the structural member, 
fy,20  is the effective yield strength, taken as the stress at 2% total strain at ambient 
  temperature  
ky,θ is the reduction factor for the effective yield strength (i.e. ky,θ = fy,θ/fy,20) taken from 
             [9] 
γM,fi is the partial factor for fire situation which is taken as 1.0 in this study, 
Aeff is the effective cross section area determined in accordance with [16] 
f0.2p,20 is the 0.2% proof stress at ambient temperature 
k0.2p,θ is the reduction factor for the 0.2% proof strength (i.e. k0.2p,θ =f0.2p,θ /f0.2p,20) taken  
   from [9]. 

 
In classifying cross-sections at elevated temperature θ, a reduced strength parameter (ε = 0.85 (235/fy) 

0.5) is used to account for the decline in strength and stiffness at elevated temperatures. This means 
that in this parametric study, the Class 3 members at ambient temperature change to Class 4 at 
temperature θ, whilst Class 1 classification remains unchanged.  
 
The results from the parametric study, normalised against the appropriate squash load (Afy,20ky,θ and 
Aefff0.2p,20k0.2p,20  for Class 1-3 and Class 4 members, respectively) and the buckling curves derived in 
accordance with Eurocode 3 Part 1-2 [2] are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.  The Eurocode buckling 
curve for fire design is of the same general form as the ambient temperature buckling curve with the 
exception of the following:  no yield plateau (i.e. λ� = 0), the use of the yield dependent imperfection 
factor (𝛼𝛼 = 0.65 (235/fy)0.5), and the non-dimensional slenderness at temperature θ, �̅�𝜆𝜃𝜃 defined in 
Eq.(6) and Eq. (7).  
 
�̅�𝜆𝜃𝜃 = λ� (ky,θ / kEa,θ)0.5              for Class 1-3 members (6) 

 
�̅�𝜆𝜃𝜃 = λ� (k0.2p,θ / kEa,θ)0.5           for Class 4 member (7) 

 
where λ� is the non-dimensional slenderness at ambient, 

kEa,θ is the reduction factor the elastic modulus (i.e. kEa,θ = Ea,θ/Ea,20) 
 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 present the buckling curves and FE results for Class 1 and Class 3 SHS and RHS 
members, respectively made from steel A (S690QL) and B (S700MC). With reference to Fig. 2(a), 
the Eurocode buckling curve is generally conservative with respect to the buckling coefficients for 
steel A (S690QL), with the exception of 800°C at non-dimensional slenderness �̅�𝜆𝜃𝜃  values below 1. 
Similarly, in Fig 2(b) the Eurocode buckling curve is conservative and adequately predicts the 
ultimate buckling load for steel B (S700MC) at all temperatures which is linked to the better strength 
and stiffness properties observed in previous study [9]. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that generally, the 
Eurocode curve is conservative with respect to the buckling coefficients and safely predicts the 



 

buckling behaviour of class 3 sections at elevated temperatures. There is little disparity between the 
major and minor buckling axes for RHS sections. 
 
At non-dimensional slenderness �̅�𝜆𝜃𝜃 values below 1.5, steel A (S690QL) had higher buckling 
coefficients and more scatter between the buckling coefficients compared to steel B (S700MC). This 
could be due to the shape of stress-strain curve of the two materials which are presented in Fig. 4. 
Whilst for steel B (S700MC), the shape of the stress-strain curve is non-linear at all temperatures and 
quite consistent in shape, that is not the case for steel A (S690QL). As shown in Figure 4(a), steel A 
(S690QL) displays a bi-linear elastic-plastic response up to the 2% total strain at 20°C, and shows 
more non-linear behaviour at higher temperatures. The varying degree of nonlinearity of the steel A 
(S690QL) with temperature leads to different buckling responses and hence results in the increased 
scatter in the obtained results. Members with a non-dimensional slenderness greater than 1.5 buckle 
elastically, where the average stress falls in the elastic part of the stress-strain curve, and as expected 
there is little difference in the elevated temperature buckling strength of columns of steel A (S690QL) 
and B (S700MC).   

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 2.  Comparison of EN 1993-1-2 buckling curve and FE results for Class 1 SHS and RHS (a) A (S690QL) and (b) 
steel B (S700MC) 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 3.  Comparison of EN 1993-1-2 buckling curve and FE results for Class 3 SHS and RHS (a) steel A (S690QL) and 
(b) steel B (S700MC) 
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(a)  

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 4.  Engineering stress-strain curves at up to 2.0% strain for (a) steel A (S690QL) and (b) steel B (S700MC) 
 
It should be noted that the use of the stress at 2% total strain fy,θ in the analysis reflects the allowance 
for high strains to develop in the member during a fire. This is generally tolerable for steel members 
as it is assumed that damaged elements will either be repaired or replaced after the fire [17]. However, 
since the buckling behaviour of columns is controlled by material stiffness, which reduces 
significantly beyond the 0.2% proof stress, it is believed that the 0.2% proof stress is a more 
appropriate parameter for predicting the buckling resistance of columns of all cross-section classes. 
Fig. 5 presents the ultimate loads from the parametric studies normalised by Af0.2p,20k0.2p,θ, with the 
Eurocode curve also depicted. Comparing Fig. 5(a) and (b) to Fig. 2(a) and (b), shows that 
normalising the column failure loads by the Af0.2p,20k0.2p,θ rather than Afy,20ky,θ, the data for different 
temperature approximately converge into one curve, which is more prominent for steel A (S690QL), 
and avoids the need for temperature dependent buckling curves. Also, while the current EN 1993-1-
2 buckling curve has been shown to be suitable for steel B (S700MC), a slightly lower curve may be 
needed for steel A (S690QL). 
 

(a)  

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 5.  Comparison of EN 1993-1-2 buckling curve and FE results for Class 1 SHS and RHS normalised by 
Af0.2p,20k0.2p,θ  for (a) steel A (S690QL) and (b) steel B (S700MC) 
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5 CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper, a numerical study investigating the flexural behaviour of HSS columns, including a 
detailed description of the FE model and validation results, was presented. Once validated, the model 
was used to perform parametric studies on the behaviour of S690QL and S700MC steel columns at 
elevated temperature. The results from the parametric studies were analysed and it was shown that 
the Eurocode generally provides conservative results with respect to the buckling coefficients and 
safely predicts the buckling resistance of S700MC, while a lower buckling curve may be needed for 
S690QL. It was also shown that the 0.2% proof stress rather than the stress at 2% total strain is a 
better parameter for deriving buckling curves in fire. 
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